Electric forces induced by a charged colloid particle attached to the water-nonpolar fluid interface.
Here, we solve the problem about the electric field of a charged dielectric particle, which is adsorbed at the water-nonpolar fluid (oil, air) boundary. The solution of this problem is a necessary step for the theoretical prediction of the electrodipping force acting on such particle, as well as of the electrostatic repulsion and capillary attraction between two adsorbed particles. In accordance with the experimental observations, we consider the important case when the surface charges are located at the particle-nonpolar fluid boundary. To solve the electrostatic problem, the Mehler-Fock integral transform is applied. In the special case when the dielectric constants of the particle and the nonpolar fluid are equal, the solution is obtained in a closed analytical form. In the general case of different dielectric constants, the problem is reduced to the numerical solution of an integral equation, which is carried out by iterations. The long-range asymptotics of the solution indicates that two similar particles repel each other as dipoles, whose dipole moments are related to the particle radius, contact angle, dielectric constant and surface charge density. The investigated short-range asymptotics ensures accurate calculation of the electrodipping force. For a fast and convenient application of the obtained results, the derived physical dependencies are tabulated as functions of the contact angle and the dielectric constants.